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elcome to Erica Bogart Beauty. Erica Bogart
is the quintessential working makeup artist, working for more than fourteen years
in the industry. Her portfolio ranges from
beauty, bridal, celebrity, commercial, fashion and television. Specializing in local and international weddings, she
is known for her extraordinary eye and recognized for her
ability to bring out the natural beauty of her clients. She is
also known for her versatility- she can create classic looks
perfect for a more traditional bride and distinctive looks for
cultural weddings. Each package is customized to your specific needs. Fees are scalable based upon the amount of time
needed and the complexity of the assignment.
Erica’s goal is to bring you to your ideal dream look. On
your wedding day you should look your most beautiful,
while still feeling confident as an enhanced version of your
every day self. The process begins with a one-on-one consultation to determine what look you want for your special
day. The aesthetic starts with skincare, product and treatment suggestions all the way to the makeup application and
finishing touches that will provide all day staying power.
Erica Bogart Beauty uses an extensive kit of high-end products and tools including these brands:

How did you hear about us?
CONTACT:
Erica Bogart
404-375-1262
ericab@ericabogart.com

Armani
Bobbi Brown
Chanel
Dior
Dolce and Gabbana
Kevyn Aucoin
Laura Mercier
MAC
Makeup Forever
Nars
Urban Decay
YSL

Bridal Beauty Tips
For Every Bride
Even though wedding makeup is
usually very simple and neutral, it’s
one of the hardest makeup looks to
create since it has to be PERFECT
for your special day! Makeup should
last all day... through all the crying,
hugging, kissing, eating and dancing. Here are a few tips and tricks to
looking fresh and fabulous on your
wedding day.
If you’re planning any facial treatments or have your brows waxed,
threaded or plucked and shaped or
even dyed prior to your wedding
day, make sure do these several days

in advance. Sometimes skin can look
irritated for a couple of days after
treatments, and you won’t want that
kind of surprise or redness in your
pictures.
If you will be wearing contact
lenses on your wedding day, put the
lenses on before applying your makeup. Use waterproof mascara so you
don’t have streaked cheeks after the
ceremony if you shed a tear or two.
Enhancing your eyes with false
lashes looks beautiful in images
these are a must on your wedding
day. lash application can involve in-

dividuals or a full strip. Lashes make all
Choosing a lip color that you
the difference. You may want to con- love for the special day is crucial. Lip
sider a longer wear lash. These are good stains are nice to use since they stay on
for destination weddings and days on and give the lip a hint of color. More
the beach and water; semi permanent comfortable to wear than most long
lash extensions are also an option. You wearing formulas. Choose a color that
can swim and surf withpleases you and will
out batting a lash they
Makeup should show up in pictures.
will stay on and look
Choose a lip liner
last all day...
most natural. They bond
that is the same color
to your natural lashes and
as your lipstick/gloss.
through the
usually last 4-6 weeks.
You can also apply a
crying, hugging, liner to the whole lip
One too many cocktails at the rehearsal dinapplying your
kissing, eating before
ner or just not catching
lipstick. I suggest
and dancing.
enough zzz’s? Line your
purchasing
translulower lash line in a navy to
cent powder and the
brighten the whites of your eyes. Use a lip color you want to wear for the day
creamy concealer in a lighter shade to of, for touch-ups if you are not having
cover dark circles and drink lots of water your artist stay for the remainder of the
throughout the day.
events and reception.

The Outdoor Wedding Bride
Wind, bright light and precipitation
can quickly turn a blushing bride
into a meltdown that has little to do
with the emotions of the day. The elements can be unpredictable, so take
steps to minimize makeup distress.
Waterproof mascara which should
be worn during any type of wedding
is an outdoor wedding must-have to
avoid unattractive streaks. Powdered
foundation is a useful tool because it
holds up better when faced with heat
or perspiration, unlike liquid foundations, which may run. Cream-based
blush also tends to withstand the wind
better than the powdered variety, although the latter fares better during
the hotter months. Sticky glosses are
best replaced with a matte lip during
windy outdoor weddings when hair is

likely to be blown about. The ideal lip
palette can be achieved ahead of time
to allow for maximum lipcolor staying
power. Simply use a toothbrush doctored with a bit of sugar and olive oil
to slough away dead skin, then apply
a neutral lip liner to the entire mouth.
Finish off the job with a matte lipcolor
of your choice, and reapply as needed
for the perfect pucker.

The elements can be
unpredictable, so take
steps to minimize
makeup distress

The Beach Bride
The sun, sand and ocean spray are
all well and good when sunbathing
in a bikini, but they’re not so kind
to brides. No matter which type or
what quantity of makeup the beach
bride dons, it must all be applied
on top of a layer of sunscreen to
prevent sunburns and skin damage.
As with outdoor weddings, stick to
powder foundation or simple spot
concealer, if your skin tone allows.
Oil-free foundation applied sparingly with a foundation brush is
another viable option.
Creamy shadows and blushes,
although radiant when worn in temperate climates, run like the wind
in hot and humid tropical settings.
Powder versions are a more sensible
option, particularly if layered on top

of an eye and face primer, both of
which considerably lengthen the
lifespan of your makeup.
Makeup touch-ups, which can
sometimes be avoided at indoor
weddings, are an absolute necessity
at beach weddings. Blotting papers,
coupled with extra eye shadow, lip
color and powder can keep a beach
bride looking radiant long after the
sun has set.
Be mindful of being in the sun
for the days leading up to your wedding. Use SPF to ensure you do not
burn, and keep those strap lines off
your shoulders. For a quick fix take
Ibuprofen to minimize inflammation. You can pick up a light green
tinted moisturizer to neutralize the
redness of your skin.

The Day Bride
The natural light that accompanies a daytime wedding can be a
bride’s best friend, both in pictures
and in person. An unfussy look is
the safest bet for daytime weddings
because neutral tones emphasizes the
bride’s true beauty, rather than relying
on a lot of attention-stealing makeup.
Brides should use minimal foundation to avoid unsightly caking, which
is revealed in detail by daylight. Blush
in a peach or pink color depending on
skin tone; paired with pastel or natural-toned eye shadow creates a look
that’s both fresh and classic.
Daytime brides who intend to
spend time in the sun during the ceremony or reception will also incorporate a little SPF into their beauty look
via a light moisturizer, foundation or
sunscreen.

On your
wedding day,
you should
look like
yourself at
your most
beautiful.

The Evening Bride
Easily the most glamorous of all weddings, the evening wedding also holds
a great deal of potential for cosmetic disasters. Makeup experts caution
brides not to go overboard with excessive eye makeup, too-bright lips
and cheeks, and heavy foundation.
After all, the groom should be able
to recognize you as you walk down
the aisle!
Instead of over-emphasizing every lovely feature, play up one and

take it easy on the others. Beautiful
and slightly dramatic eye makeup offers the most bang for your buck in
terms of appearance and will photograph nicely. Smoky eyes, paired with
sheer or light-colored, glossy lips are
a glamorous, but not overwhelming combination that’s popular for
evening. Just be sure to keep a light
hand, as “smoky” can quickly morph
into “raccoon” especially if you shed
a few tears during the ceremony.

A few of my faves! My preferred vendor
list, for beauty and beyond…
Planning: Jade Lee Events is a boutique
wedding planning and styling firm based in
Atlanta,GA. Jade Lee and her team provide
timeless design, flawless coordination and
chic styling for their clients. Whether it be
a sophisticated elopement or nuptials at an
estate home, they will provide an experience
that is unparalleled.
www.jadeleeevents.com

Décor: Weddings InStyle by Ragini Patel is a
known cutting edge innovator which specializes in full service couture event design. Her
team creates signature modern elegance & a
glamorous experience.
weddingsinstyle.info

Lash extensions: Get extra beauty mileage
with semi-permanent eyelash extensions
from Anastasia. Call 971-340-3356 to
schedule an appointment.
Esthetician: Mandarin Oriental Buckhead: Ask for skin expert Khalua Croft! www.
mandarinoriental.com/atlanta/luxury-spa/

Medical grade facials: Come see Susan Vlass
and her team at Wellspring Skincare Clinic. Whether it’s for Botox or Juvederm, with
Susan’s expertise you can expect a fresher,
younger you! Cosmetic laser facials and other
medical esthetics available. Wellspring Skin
Care, LLC 597 West Crossville Road Suite
100 Roswell, GA 30075 770-883-1012
www.wellspringskincarestudio.com

Sweet Peach Wax & Sugaring Studio is a
pristine, full-service organic sugaring boutique and the first and only spa in Georgia
to utilize the ancient art of sugaring hair removal! Sugaring utilizes a 100% all-natural
paste and provides a gentler & less painful

experience than waxing, because the sugar
mixture sticks to the hair without attaching
to the skin. The team at Sweet Peach will put
you at ease whether it’s your first time or a
waxing regular! www.sweetpeachwax.com
Tanning: True Glow emphasizes healthy
sunless tanning with a kick of vitamins and
minerals to help boost the skins natural process of cell regeneration. True Glow is not related to any tanning salon with tanning beds
& True Glow travels to your home or office
or wherever you need a spray! They welcome
girl’s night “in,” bachelorette parties, bridal
parties and the like. yourtrueglow.com
Garter: La Gartier is a custom hand-made
garter company dedicated to creating entirely unique, one-of-a-kind wedding garters. La
Gartier was founded upon the belief that just
as every bride has her own personality, style
and identity, so should her garter.
LaGartier.com

Hair: Samantha Gunn with GunnGlamour
specializes in gorgeous hair and beauty services for every day looks, weddings and special occasions. GunnGlamour.com
Photography: R.A.G Artistry specializes in
portraits, engagement and wedding photography with an editorial flare locally and internationally. Rachael’s passion for photography
is showcased in her unique engagement sessions and portraits.Your wedding is the most
special day of your life, trust RAG Artistry to
capture your memories. www.RAGartistry.com
Catering: S3 Catering is an exclusive wedding
and special event catering company that serves
as the perfect guide to your guests palette.
www.S3catering.com

COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

How long does it take for services?
I like to spend an 45-hour on bride
and 30 min each additional face. This
includes individual lashes for every
look
Where is your salon located?
I do not have a salon location. I specialize in on location makeup services
and will gladly come to your home or
hotel for your appointment.
Is a trial included in bridal rates?
No, the trial is a separate fee. During
the trial we will review your gown/saris for the weekends wedding events.
Look at inspiration photos and create
a unique look especially for your big
day.
What can I do to prepare for my
trial run?
Bring any images you have found as
hair/makeup inspiration. Pintrest is a
brides best friend! Come with clean
hydrated skin. I have skincare and will
also access your skins needs and prime
accordingly. If you have sensitive skin,
please address your skin concerns
with me and bring any products that
may be best for your skin type. If you
choose to do your hair trial at the
same time, discuss with your hairstylist to see if you will need any extensions for your bridal looks.

What kind of individual lashes do you
use? Are they long wearing?
I prefer to apply individual lashes for weddings; they are light weight, natural and
comfortable. Individuals last through the
tears without lifting on the edges. Issues
you may find with a strip lash is they lift
or you see an obvious seam along the lash
line which is captured in up close bridal
portraits. *By using individuals, I do not
mean the extended wear lash extensions
that last 3-5 weeks. These are to be worn
one day, washed off and removed.
How many people can you accommodate
in a wedding party?
I have done up to 13 faces by myself.
All contingent upon the days events and
prior bookings. I can also bring along an
assistant per request to help with the day.
This will be a scalable additional fee.
How much do you charge for travel?
Travel rates all vary based upon services
and locations. I charge $25 for outside
of the Metro-Atlanta area and anything beyond immediate city or over
an hour will be discussed. If you book
a destination wedding and only chose
to book services for the bride. I have a
minimum fee for days I am away since
that is keeping me from accommodating other clients as well. Rates vary
based upon days of the week; inquire
per your events needed.
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